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Chuck Hutton

In the October 1975 Issue of HamRadiol James Fisk makes a statement which I think
contains the most Important prindjj1i needing consideration by the MIlOXer seeking a
receiver suited for his SOll1ewhatunique needs. His statement Is: "Whydesign a high
frequency receiver for extraordinary sensitivity when its performance Is 1inllted by exter-
nal notse over which you have no control1 A very sensitive receiver Is IJOre prone to
inten:lOdulatlon and cross-modulation effects, and these may be more important".

Indeed for the broadcast band OXer, strong signal handl1ng is l1kely to be the most
Important qual1ty of his receiver. To those accustomed to judging a receiver In terms of
sensitivity and selectivity, this may come as somewhat of a surprise. In order to explain
the wisdom behind Mr; Fisk's M:lrds and justify the above statement, let us now take a look
at just what dictates the reception of a station at """ frequencies.

I. ~tlVlty .you were to Instal1 a lllechanlcal f11ter In your receiver or purchase one with an
excel1ent crystal lattice f11ter or mechanical fl1ter, you M:luld expect top-notch selectiv-
Ity and the accompanying ab11Ity to OXup close to the locals. This Is not guaranteed,
however. Whenconsidering selectivity, tM:lmajor factors tend to be Ignored: ultimate
rejection of the filter, and where In the receiver (electr1cal1y) the f11ter is located.
UItlNte rejection of a fl1 ter is defined IS the greatest amount of signa 1 that wiII be re-
jected. -this value Is a function of the charactistlcs of the fnter and the amount of
signal that leaks around the fl1ter and appears at the Input to the next stage. Figure
One Is a diagram of the selectivity of (a) a good qua1ity ceramic filter, (bJ an average
crystal lattice (B pole) or mechanical fl1ter, and (c) the best qual1~y mechanical fnter
avanable. One can easl1y see that the ultimate rejection of (a) is around 40 dB, of
(b) around 70 dB, and (c) around 90 dB. Nowwhat does this mean In terms of practical rr-
formance? As the average S-meter Is cal1brated to a standard of 6 dB/S-unlt, fIlter (a
wtll total1y reject only an S7 signal, (b) only a S9+16 dB signal, and (c) a S9+36 dB sig-
nal. As we are Interested In strong signal hand1ing, we can see that (a) will handle no
locals, (b) Might handle the weaker ones, and (c) will handle most of them. Wewill
discuss the Importance of this situation a bit later on when we devote our attention to
strong signal hand1ing by Itself. let us now return to where In the receiver (electrical1y)
our filter Is located. The chief consideration here Is tIieO1d adage "place maximum
selectivity In front of II1Ixlrnumgatn", or, "put the selectlvtty IS close to the antenna as
possible". Why? Because the more stages that are exposed to a large num:>erof strong
signals, the more the receiver wll1 suffer the effects caused by strong-signal overloading.
Ideally, the selectivity should corneat the first mixer output that Is at the center
frequency of the fl1ter. Therefore,!!!!! stage may precede the fIlter In a receiver with
no RF stage and single conversion, or as lllanyas six stages hI the case of a dual RF
stage, triple conversion receiver with the ftlterlilg located after a stage of amplification
at the final IF. Receivers have been bul1t with both extremes! Nlth the latter scheme,
the strong signal damage Is done before the sharp fl1ter gets a chance to do Its Job and
~~v~tthe ~nwanted nlJ!lerous signals. This particular situation is even more undesirable
as ~he s:~ng's~::~sVe~:1t~~~r::~:: ~yf 11~Bt?rtth

IOn C
f aused by strong signals Increase 3 dB. ere ore If we have 30 dB more gain In

In front of the f11ter with the 6-stage scheme, we IIIIYpossibly have 90 dO more Intermod-
ulatlon distortion (a tel'1ll to be explained later).

II.~
lfflelTyTn. the discussion on selectivity, we touched on what happens when there Is an

excess of gain In front of the fl1ter. This situation may also occur if the receiver
has too much sensitivity for MWOX. Impossible, you say? The more sensitivity. the weaker
the $ignarthat can be heard? You are thinking in terms of a signal that does not have to
compete with either man-madeor natural notse, both of which are at very significant
levels at MIlfrequencies. these levels in fact are higher at MWfrequencies than at
SWfrequencies. The required sensitivity of a MWreceiver will be, on the average,
almost 100 times less than that required for OXon the 10 meter ham band at Zg l!Hz. A
good range of senSTITvity for MIlOXIs the lo-Z0 uV area. A full discussion of why this Is
the case M:luld take up too much space and bog the article downwith figures and graphs; the
interested reader can find al1 the information needed on man-madeand atmospheric noise
levels in the material referenced In the appendix. Particularly useful are the Fisk
article, the CCIRreport, and the Skomalbook.

If you are using a receiver with "good" sensitivity by modern standards (less than
1 uV), you should be thinking hard about what Mr. Fisk had to say at the beginning of this
article. Your situation is the dangerous one he refers to, with even more emphasis, as
what he had in lIIindof course refers to situations 1ikely to be encountered on the ham
bands. The MIlsituation Is muchmore difficult; whIle a ham might complain If he 1ives
within a mIle of a few friends running the 1 kw legal 1imit, we must contend (assuming an
urban location) with 50 kwNSP locals and a total of perhaps ZO-30 stations all running the
samepoweror more than the hamIs allowed. In addition, the MWOXerIs often Interested
In hearing a station only 5 or 10 kHz away from a very strong loca1. The ham can exercise
the option of moving his frequency away from the Interference. Hardly a vlab Ie option on
the BCB...Ne are thereby In an unfortunate position: the MWOXerneeds better strong-signal
handl1ng than possibly anyone else, but also suffers from a great deal of unneeded
sensitivity that Is detrimental to strong signal handl1ng.
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III. Strong i!.!I!!!! ~
50 far We~e-iiiade reference to tM:l parameters that may make a receiver handle strong

signals In a poorer fashion than the receiver Is basical1y capable of. Or rather, than
the mixer(s) Is/are capable of. It Is In the mixer that most unwanted effects are
produced. The RF stage (If used) may contribute to the problems to be out1ined below
but this ts usually secondary as the- signal levels are higher In the mixer(s) and this
leads to a greater concentration of problems, in addition to the fact that by nature, the
mixing process Is prone to produce certain unwanted products. To describe the basic
strong-signal hand1ing of a receiver, let us launch Into a basic description of some terms
that are app1ied to lIIixer performance.

Whena non-linear device (a lIIixer as opposed to an ideal ampl1fler) is presented with
tM:l frequencies, the unfortunate by-product is a compl1cated assortment of new frequencies.
For example, take fl of 750 kHz and fZ of 790 kHz. Intermodulation distortion (the
process referred to above) wll1 produce a plethora of unwanted signals at frequencies
related to the originals with definite liIathematical relationships. The third-order
Intermodulation products w111 fal1 at 830 and 710 kHz, the frequencies where I note an
unfortunate jumble of audio from super-local W5B-750and local t«]XI-790. The importance
of third-order 1Mproducts Is that: as the desired frequency levels are Increased, the
third-order 1Mproducts increase. but for every 1 dB increase in the input level, the 1M
level at the output Increases by 3 dO. Taking that fact into account, it becomes apparent
that as the input level to the mixer Increases, a point wtll be reached where the level
of the undesired 1Mproducts wtll be equal to the level of the desired Input frequencies.
This point is referred to as the third-order intermodulatlon level intercept point. A
mouthful of a phrase indeed, but a very Important term to becOll1eacquainted with because
it is the international1y recognized standard of performance for mixers and an excel1ent
way for the OXer to evaluate the strong-signal handl1ng of his receiver. A top quality
receiver will specify thIs data, as the manufacturer wll1 be aiming for a market that both
wants and understands strong signal handling. An average receiver ts not l1kely to
Include this data with Its advertising specs because the intended market Is not I1kely to
be famll1ar with such terms.
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I ::? Figure Two111ustrates the process by

which the third-order 1Mintercept point is

established. As seen by examining the portion .'toof the graph near the intercept point, a
real-life amplifier goes into a condition
knownas "gain compression" before it is act- .J..1.O
ually possible to establish the intercept \aI I
point. . Interpolation is used to establish the ~ .'0
intercept point once the data at other levels oJ
has been obtained. Gain compressionis men- h 11
tioned because it has a practical effect on ~
DX'ing; when your receiver is tuned to a want- F
ed, weak station near in frequency to an un- '3"'tCJ
wanted, strong station, the result is an 0
apparent weakening in the level of the weak ..c,o
station. An example would be DX'ing for R.
Melodia, Quito on 735 kHz wh11e IISB-750 is on
the air. Melodia appears quite weak wh11e
lISe's carrier is on the air, not because \lSB
is interfering in a direct sense, but because
WSBis so strong here that their RF is exceed-
Ing the bias on either the RF or mixer stages.
This drives the grid into conduction which
reduces gain and increases distortion. When
discussing gain compression, the standard is
the 3 dB compression point; this usually occurs
10-IS dB below the intercept point.

Cross-modulation is yet another type of
amplitude distortion caused by strong signals.
It Is defined as the transfer of modulation from an undesired signal to a desired signal
that the radio is tuned to. Cross modulation is unrelated to the desired-signal level,
Instead being proportional to the square of the undesired signal level. A pleasant effect
of this relationship is that if you can afford to place 5 dB of attenuation in front of the
receiver (an RF attenuator such as supplied on the FRG7)cross modulation will be reduced
by 10 dB. With a sensitive receiver (and therefore too Illuchgain for the MWband) it is
often quite feasible to do just this. Cross modulation can be related to third-order 1M
Intercept point by the equation

mlm' . (Pipl4PC> - Iswhere:
mlm' . ratio of cross-mod transferred from the larger signal to fhe smaller one.

Pip. intercept point power

Pc . interfering signal power
and cross-mod in dB is m/m'(dB) . 20 log (m/m')

This fomula is included In order to aHow Interested DXers to compare third-order 1M
Intercept point (the usual standard) to cross-modulation levels (sometimes specified In-
stead)

The last strong signal concept to be discussed is dynamic range. This is an attempt
to specify the range of signals that the receiver is capable of handling. In other words,
the range from the weakest signal that can be used to the strongest signal that can be
handled. It is an important value to specify because It demonstrates the ability of the
receiver to handle both situations; a receiver may be able to handle extremely strong sig-
nals simply because it has very little gain (and therefore less sensitivity) ahead of the
mixer. A receiver that handles a 100 mVsignal by applying it straight to the mixer Is
obviously inferior to a receiver that can also handle a 100 mVinput signal but also sends
It through a stage of amplification before it proceeds to the mixer.

IV. Howto Achieve Stro~ SignEk HandlingSafar we have touc ed on t e above In relation to RF stages (don't have more sensit-
ivity than you actually need) and IF stages (use f11terlng that will be effective against
strong locals). Our discussion of the heart of the matter, the mixer(s), has been limited
to terms used to quantitate mixer performance. Back-tracking a bit, we should also take
note that at MWfrequencies, the RF selectivity can be very important to the mixer. A
large number of hlgh-Q tuned circuits ahead of the mixer is going to prove beneficial to
the receiver. A practical example is the R390A,which features an elaborate network of
mechanically tracked tuned circuits of high Q and moderate loss. This situation is ex-
cellent for MWOX, as the mlxer(s) are thereby protected to some degree from many unwanted
strong signals.

The heart of the matter is the performance of the mixer itself. Different mixers have
third order 1MIntercept points ranging from -40 dBmto +30 dBm. A -40 dBmlevel mixer
will manifest Itself in a MWband full of cross-modulation, third order Intermodulatlon,
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and slop from locals. A +30 dBmlevel mixer will provide performance almost totally free
from said effects as it will prove close to impossible to overload such a mixer. With no
RF stage ahead of the mixer (not only possible but desirable for MWand most SWfreqJen- .
des) we are talking about close to a volt of RF before performance is impaired. A mixer
like this is obviously no ordinary mixer; it is a double balanced Schottky diode mixer
developed specifically for this purpose. A poor mixer is typified by a bipolar transistor
and a fair mixer by a tube or good FETdesign. A balanced FETdesign (such as used In the
FRG7)w111yield Improvedperformanceover that of a single semi-conductor, but performance
w111 still fall far short of a double balanced diode mixer. This type of design has been
incorporated in many new high-performance receivers such as the Drake R7, the DymekDR
series, the new RACAlreceivers, and the Rohde and Schwartz receiver. A good way for you
to get a feel of what this type of mixer can do would be to proceed to the nearest ham
outlet that carries Drake equipment and give the R7 the once-over.

Youmay have noticed that these receivers carry hefty price tags. This Is not be-
cause of the mixers! Basic double balanced mixers start at less than $5 to the experiment-
er, with the high performance types ranging up to $25. Considering the price reduction
manufacturers of receivers will obtain, It Is likely that in the very near future, we
will see moderately priced receivers featuring these mixers.

The best way for you to obtain further, more deta11ed information on strong signal
handling is to obtain good references and read them at the pace correct for your interest
and knowledge. The material listed is not overly technical and should allow the reader to
go farther than Is possible here.

(ed note: The term dBmused above is a unit indicating power: the number of
decibels in relation to a milliwatt. 0 dBmis one mil1iwatt, +3 dBmis two m11liwatts,
-3 dBmis Is m11liwatt etc.)
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